
Color My World

Opening Song 
If You’re Happy to Be Here  
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)

If you’re happy to be here, clap your hands,  (Clap hands)  
If you’re happy to be here, clap your hands,  (Clap hands) 
If you’re happy to be here, then place a smile there,  (Point to mouth) 
If you’re happy to be here, clap your hands.  (Clap hands)

If you’re ready to have some fun, clap your hands,  (Clap hands) 
If you’re ready to have some fun, clap your hands,  (Clap hands) 
If you’re ready to have some fun, then join in everyone,  (Motion hands to join in) 
If you’re ready to have some fun, clap your hands.  (Clap hands)

Opening Book
What Color Is Your Underwear? by Sam Lloyd OR  
Baby’s Colors, by Karen Katz 

Bounce Rhyme or Song
Bumping Up and Down in My Little Red Wagon 

Bumping up and down in my little red wagon, (Bounce child up and down in lap)  
Bumping up and down in my little red wagon,  
Bumping up and down in my little red wagon,  
Won’t you be my darling?

Early Literacy Tip: With your child, look around for colors and name everything 
you find. Say, “I spy with my little eye something red! Do you see anything red?” Young 
toddlers may point to an object. Be sure to name the things you find and their specific 
color. For example, “This is a turquoise sock,” “Yes, the apple is red!”).
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Additional Verses

One wheel’s off and the axle’s draggin’… (Bounce child, and lean side to side)  
Let’s get a hammer and a nail and fix it … (Pretend to hammer a nail)  
Bumping up and down in my little red wagon … (Bounce child up and down in lap) 

Song
Color Song  
(sung to the tune of “The More We Get Together”)

Sing several verses, naming a different color that children are wearing, and making sure 
to include each child at least once. Tell caregivers to lift their child in the air with each 
“stand high.” During verses when the child is not wearing the named color, have the 
adult sway the child from side to side to the music.

If you have a (color) shirt on,  
Please stand high, please stand high,  
If you have a (color) shirt on,  
Please stand high right now.  
Stand up high, stand up high, 
Stand up high, stand up high, 
If you have a (color) shirt on,  
Please stand high right now. 

Participation Book
Flaptastic Colors, by Charlie Gardner OR  
Rainbow Colors Peekaboo! by DK Publishing

Have young toddlers or adults name the color on the foldout pages. 

Hand Rhyme
Two Little Blackbirds

Recite the rhyme 2 or 3 times, changing the bird colors each time to red, blue, or yellow 
birds. If possible, connect the rhyme to photos of birds. 

Two little blackbirds sitting on a hill,  (Hold up fists) 
One named Jack  (Bounce one fist) 
And the other named Jill.  (Bounce other fist) 

Early Literacy Tip:  Babies and 
young toddlers should be introduced 
to colors often, but never force them 
to learn colors,  ABCs, or numbers. 
Just keep sharing color books and 
talking about colors around you.  Your 
child will soon learn colors in a fun 
and natural way.
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Fly away, Jack,  (Flutter fingers and move one hand behind back) 
Fly away, Jill,  (Flutter fingers of other hand and move behind back) 
Come back, Jack,  (Flutter first hand to front) 
Come back, Jill!  (Flutter other hand to front)

Song
I Am Looking  
(sung to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?/Frere Jacques”)

Provide a set of blue, red, and yellow circles to each family. Young toddlers can choose 
the correct color and hold it up when that verse is sung. Caregivers can hold up the 
circle for babies. 

I am looking, I am looking,  (Hand to eyebrows in “searching” gesture) 
I see blue, I see blue,  (Hold up colored circle) 
The color of the sky, the color of the sky,  
I see blue.

Additional Verses 
… I see red … the color of an apple …  
… I see yellow … the color of the sun … 

Visual Props Book
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?  
by Bill Martin Jr. and Eric Carle

Present this book as a flannel or magnetic board story. For patterns, go to: 
www.1plus1plus1equals1.com/Brown_Bear_edited_2012.pdf.

Early Literacy Tip: Children love hearing stories again and again. They understand 
the story more each time, and they become more familiar with the rhythm of the 
words. Retell stories with your child, using puppets or toys. The book Brown Bear, 
Brown Bear, What Do You See? is a great story to act out (even a shortened version), 
and the repeated pattern of the text is easily memorized. 
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Finger/Hand Rhyme
Way Up High in the Apple Tree

This rhyme can be repeated with “yellow” and “green” apples.

Way up high in the apple tree,  (Wave hands up high) 
Two red apples smiled down at me.  (Make hands into fists) 
So I shook that tree as hard as I could.  (Shake fists) 
Down came the apples  (Pull fists down) 
And mmmmm were they good!  (Rub tummy)

Song
A-Tisket, A-Tasket 

A-tisket, a-tasket,  (Sway side to side with child in lap) 
A green and yellow basket. 
I wrote a letter to my love, 
And on the way I dropped it.  (Lower child between knees) 
I dropped it, I dropped it,  (Move child up and back down) 
And on the way I dropped it.  (Move child up and back down) 
A little baby picked it up and put it in her pocket.  (Swing child up and lower to lap)

Closing Song
The More We Get Together 

The more we get together,  (Sway child from side to side in time to music)  
Together, together, 
The more we get together, 
The happier we’ll be. 
For your friends are my friends,  (Point to child, then to self)  
And my friends are your friends,  (Point to self, then to child) 
The more we get together, 
The happier we’ll be.  (Sway child from side to side in time to music)

Additional Verse 
The more we play together… 

Activity
Choose one activity from the Presenter Tip Sheet. 
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